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The Trebbia river

Bobbio

Catchment: 1070 km2  L=116 km  
Qav ≈ 40 m3/s  Q max ≈ 3000 m3/s (in Bobbio)

Recently made the 
news, as according
to a new research it
is the background 
of Leonardo’s
Mona Lisa



Major geological site, Natura 2000 
SAC, candidate UNESCO site …
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Entrenched meanders in sandstone
due to tectonic uplift

The meanders of San Salvatore



One of the most
popular river bathing
spots in Northern Italy

The meanders of San Salvatore



And beloved by 
kayakers since the 60’s

Foto Kayak Team Turbigo

1964 Foto Canoa Club Milano

1975 Video Canoa Club Milano

The meanders of San Salvatore



The San Salvatore dam

1920’s beginning of the construction works The dam (basement) today

Works started in 1925 as part of a larger scheme, but in 1930 the construction
firm fails, after building the dam basement and the bypass gallery. Other projects
are given priority and the never-finished works remain for decades



The attempt to pull down the dam

In the 70’s the 
local kayak club 
decided to 
demolish the 
dam and started
collecting money
for dynamite



After collecting
670.000 Lire
(equivalent to 2500 €) 
on July 5 1977 the 
explosion took place.
Unfortunately, it
caused only a small 
breach. The dam was
destined to last much
longer and cause more 
fatalities

The attempt to pull down the dam



The current situation



2012 - A new project to complete 
the dam and build a HPP



2014-2017 The Trebbia River Contract

One of the measures of the 
action plan issued through
the participatory process is
the removal of the San 
Salvatore dam

However, despite the 
agreement, no action has
been taken so far by the 
regional authority



2022 - A feasibility study for the removal of the San Salvatore 
Dam finally started (CIRF + Politecnico di Torino)

• Foreseen morphological changes (any
changes to the bars used as beaches)?

• Volume of sediments mobilised
downstream?

• Effects on river connectivity for fish?
• Dam removal approach?
• …



Why is it so difficult to remove a dam in Italy?

1) Cultural reasons (better one more dam than one less)

E.g.: hydropower
infrastructure
illegally built on 
the Mis in the 
Dolomiti 
Bellunesi 
National Park: 
after a long legal
battle, obligation
to restore the 
site, but the 
regional
authority wants
to keep the 
weir…



2) Hydropower still strongly supported (any obstacle can potentially
become part of a future hydropower scheme) 
When a new plant is foreseen on existing obstacles this is even
considered a priority criterion…



3) Insufficiently clear benefits a) sediments: need for a 
coherent sediment management downstream for the benefits 
of sediment connectivity to become concrete



4) Insufficiently clear benefits b) fish: the Italian "trout mess"

Trota fario
Salmo trutta

(brown trout)

Trota marmorata 
Salmo marmoratus

(marble trout)

Restoring connectivity for (now formally recognised as) exotic species?



5) Possible negative effects on currently isolated communities of 
native species upstream, due to colonisation of exotic species
already widely spread in the lower parts of the catchments
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